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It takes a lot of skill to be a master detective. The tension got higher now all the babies have extra 
tricks up their sleeves. Give your Baby Clues game an extra wrinkle with special skills cards.

BEFORE WE BEGIN…
You need a copy of Baby Clues, 
other players and a set of Skill Cards.

WHAT’S ON THE CARDS?
A Skill Card has 2 sides.
One side shows skills you only may use during your turn.

The other side shows skills you can only use during your opponent’s turn 
when the conditions are right.

SKILL ICONS
3 on each side.  We explain what they all do, later on in the rules.

BABY PORTRAITS
If a portrait matches with your Secret Identity Card you can use it.

SET UP
- Give each player one Skill Card.
- Place it next to your Reference Card.

The rules of the game are exactly the same except…

USING A SPECIAL SKILL
Your Secret Identity must match with a Baby Portrait above or below a Skill Icon.

If it does, you can use it.

When you use a special skill: 
- State out loud what kind of skill you are using
- Follow its instructions
- Then discard your Skill Card

What does each skill do?
The skills on one side, you can only use during your turn.
You can use a special skill before or after any normal action you are allowed to take.

 FORTUNE TELLER 
 State that you have a hunch. 
 Pick up a Clue you already collected and give it to another player. 
 If you are right, you unmasked the another player. You score 2 Milk 
 Bottles. If you are wrong, your opponent may keep your given card, 
 but he does not score 1 penalty milk bottle as normal.

 MASTER THIEF
 Steal a Clue from another player. Select one you’re allowed to pick and put it 
 in front of you. If you stole a clue with a special action icon, it will not 
 activate.

 INTERROGATOR
 Take the top 5 cards of the Clue Deck, look at them and give them to 
 a player of your choice. He must look at them and raise his hand if his
 ”forbidden clue” is amongst them. Then you put them back on top of the deck 
 in any order.  The other players may not see the 5 cards.

 

The skills on the other side work a little differently. You can only activate these skills when the 
conditions are right, when it’s not your turn. Execute the effect of the skill and discard 
your Skill Card.  Then play continues as normal. 

 
 SABOTEUR
 Whenever another player gains milk bottles. Shout “Sabotage!” 
 That player will score 1 milk bottle less.

 GRUMPY
 If somebody asks you a question with a Question Icon or as an 
 Interrogator, Cross your arms and pout.  You can ignore answering a 
 question for one turn.

 MISDIRECTION
 Whenever another player wants to collect a Clue in the middle of the table, 
 you may interrupt him. Say: “Not so fast!”  Your opponent must place that 
 particular clue back and must select a different clue. If he can’t (or does not 
 want to) he can always select an Escape Card or Change His Diaper.

What hapens if 2 players want to use their Skill Card at the same time?
When this happens, the Skill Cards are resolved according to turn order. Start with the 
player whose turn it is and proceed to the left.

Can I use my Skill card right after somebody unmasks me?
When you are discovered you immediately discard your Secret Identity. After drawing 
your new Secret Identity you can use your skill, but based on the new Secret Identity.

Do I prevent an escape attempt, when I take my given Clue back with the 
Master Thief skill? 
No. Once somebody collects 8 clues, he immediately escapes. 

Can 2 or more players affect the number of Milk bottles of one player with 
the Saboteur skill?
Yes. Example: If I gain 3 Milk bottles with a succesfull escape attempt 
and 2 players can activate their saboteur skill. I only gain 1 Milk bottle.

GETTING YOUR SKILL CARD BACK
You get your Skill Card back whenever another player 
discovers your Secret Identity. After you returned your 
Clue Cards and after drawing a new Secret Identity, 
take your Skill Card back. (You can never have 2 skill cards.)
Ready to be used again!
 
Have Fun!
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